
Tangents and Differentiability

Learning Targets:

l. We will recall how to find the equation of a tangent line.

2. We will find the points where the graph of a function ltas a horizontal tongent line-

3. We will find the points where the graph of a fimction has avertical tangent line.

4. We will determine whether or not a function is dffirentiable at agiven value.

5. We will fmd the value of constant(s) that make a function differentiable.
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TANGENT LINES

We already know that to find the equation of a line tangent to a curve, you need a point and the derivative to
find the slope-

Ex. Find the equation ofthe tangent line to the curve f (x)=3r' -5x+2 at the point where x =2.

HORIZONTAL TANGENTS

To find where the gaph of a frrnction has a horizontal tangent line, we find the points where -f'(-r) = g.

E Findpoin(s)wtrere f (*)=21 +3x2 -36x hasahorizontaltangent.



VERTICAT TANGENT.S

To find the point(s) where the grapt of a function has a vertical tangen! we find the point(s) where

defined. That means that the denominator of f'{x) equals zero!

f'(*\ isnot

Ex. Find thepoint(s) where S(r) = 144 $ has a vertical tangent.

DIFFERENTIABILITY

Derivatives do not exist when the function is not continuous, there is a vertical tangent line, or there is a sharp
turn or edge in the graph.

If a function is differentiable, the,n it is oontinuous- Not rressarily the other way arormd! '\-/
Defi nition of Differentiability

A firnction is differentiable at x = a if it is continuous at x = a and $/'(r) exists; that is,

liq/(4= tim/'(r).

Ex. Determine ifthe function is differentiable at x:1. Ex. Detennine if the function is differentiable at x:3.

"(,):{x;i;, lji h(x\=[*'+x+t, x<-3
\ , l2x-1, x>3
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E&Find vahes of c mj b futmakethe fi,rction diffrentiabl e d. x = z.
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Ex. Findvaluesof a and 6 &atmakethefunctionditreremiabh * x=L-



2003 AB #6 Free Re$ponse Question

Letr.. f befu, rrctiondefiaodby
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r(x)={g'Hf;:; ,€
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(a) Is / continuous *. x:3? Explainwhyorufuynot

(b) Suppose the fimction g is defined by

[*J-x+t, fu osx<3
$trl =1

lmt+Z, fm3<rS5
urhere t and ,r, are constants. If g is differentiable at x : 3, ulhd ane the values of t and rg ?

IIW #13: Worksheet on Tangents and Differentiability
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